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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses an ongoing research aimed at developing socio-technical metrics for
managing the participation of customers in software customization. The particular concern here is
the customer team – professionals from the client organization of customized software projects
who are assigned special business and IT roles for interacting with outsourced developers in such
projects. The research is grounded on current gaps in several knowledge fields, as well as on
specific claims of the software industry, being qualitative in nature – including a conceptual
model, one case study, and one action research. The theoretical and methodological frameworks
are discussed, and a further paper under development is meant to discuss preliminary empirical
results.
Keywords: software customization, customer teams, metrics, customer-supplier relationship.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is still not common in research on software quality to delve into non-technical issues
(Ravichandran and Rai, 2000). In the particular case of implementing customized software, the
field is also not completely aware of the importance of managing customers with a formal and
objective set of measures accounting for their responsibility in projects. Customized software –
roughly defined, the one whose source code is developed according to each customer’s demands –
deserves unique attention from developers regarding business processes, culture, strategy, assets
and other aspects of the client organization. However, results will be ineffective if all the hard
work is to be done by outsourced developers alone.
The present work aims to help the information systems (IS) field by introducing a
research framework for improving our knowledge and managerial practices regarding the
participation of customers in the development of customized software. We focus on the customer
team – professionals from the client organization of customized software projects who are
assigned special business and information technology (IT) roles for interacting with outsourced
developers in such projects. Both customer and outsourced developer teams share project authority
and responsibility, and of particular concern here is the development of managerial metrics for
process quality to be complied with by customer teams in customized software projects.
Expected benefits from this research cover a wide range of academic and industry
interests, from which we highlight the following:
greater transparency and accuracy in contracting the participation of customer teams;
real-time assessment of customer team performance (a side effect would possibly be
greater academic interest in studying the satisfaction of outsourced developers who interact with
customer teams);
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better estimation of the actual performance of outsourced developers, from comparing
their performance to that of the customer teams which they interact with and to the overall
performance of the projects they are engaged in;
informed distribution of people (from their historical performance) in customer teams;
anticipated knowledge of customer teams about the performance criteria from which
they will be evaluated by employers (the client organizations); and
the building of a rationale unifying areas of great interest for the IS field, including
customization, quality management, seller-buyer interaction, and teamwork.
The methodological steps towards developing customer metrics include building a
conceptual model for the participation of customers in software customization, and performing
one case study and one action research, in order to:
understand the fundamentals of joint work in software customization;
unify theoretical and practitioners’ contributions for managing software teams;
gather perceptions about practices and needs of customers and developers of
customized software for managing their teams;
identify actual practices of joint work between customer and developer teams in
customized software projects; and
build and validate a set of metrics for managing the participation of customer teams in
customized software projects.
The research is qualitative in nature, although it includes a set of causal relations. Further
research should be conducted to test hypotheses on those relations.
The paper is structured as follows: first, the theoretical support for the research is
discussed, with special focus on software development, management, customization, outsourcing,
quality, teams and metrics; second, the research’s conceptual model is presented, depicting the
main theoretical elements and assumptions; finally, we propose a set of methodological
procedures for implementing the research.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The research benefited from several heterogeneous knowledge fields, like those of
measurement (e.g., measurement theory, data collection/analysis, and software metrics), strategy
(e.g., business orientation), information systems (e.g., technological determinism, productivity
paradox, duality of technology, and business-IT fit), knowledge management, organizational
learning and change (e.g., experiential learning, incremental change, and institutionalization),
work-systems planning (e.g., socio-technical perspective, virtual organizations, and organizational
networks), outsourcing and contracts (e.g., partnerships, transaction costs economics, and
innovation), software engineering (e.g., methodologies, best practices, and process/product
quality), engineering (e.g., risks, customization, integrated product development, and collaborative
development), and marketing (e.g., relationship marketing, and new product development). Key
contributions of some of these fields for our research are commented below.
2.1. Software Development
We focus on software in the form of a computer algorithm. We also see software as a
product (Nidumolu and Knotts, 1998), notwithstanding its intangible nature (Smith and Keil,
2003) and some services-like attributes it presents (Palvia et al., 2001). From the software concept,
we propose an information system (IS) to be a software application which is central to a
company’s business processes (Chan et al., 1997; Sabherwal and Chan, 2001). This definition
does not differ significantly from the literature (for instance, found in Alter, 1996, Lee, 1999, and
Bednar, 2000). When we then refer to “software”, we are meaning the software component of an
IS.
The literature on software development is abundant (Pressman, 2001). IS development
should be systematic and independently repeatable, aiming at quality (Osmundson et al., 2003). It
may be conceptualized as unfolding through the following general steps: pre-development
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investigation, conceptual design, design and product engineering, systems test, development, and
manufacturing (Terwiesch and Loch, 1999).
But problems arise soon in the process of developing software (Burchill and Fine, 1997).
Theoretical gaps in software management (Ravichandran and Rai, 2000) – for instance in
assessing project management quality (Osmundson et al., 2003) – constrain our understanding and
improvement of the whole process. Even software engineering, which is quality driven (Avison
and Fitzgerald, 1999), is clearly short sighted due to prioritizing technical issues (Glass et al.,
2002) – such a bias is present in the whole software development field (Ravichandran and Rai,
2000; Palvia et al., 2001).
Consequently, there is no surprise in the amount of research reporting problems in
software development (e.g., Stamelos et al., 2003, Osmundson et al., 2003, Smith and Keil, 2003,
Hoving, 2003, Shaw, 2003, Clegg et al., 2003, Sharma and Rai, 2003, Pich et al., 2002, Ropponen
and Lyytinen, 2000, Ravichandran and Rai, 2000, Faraj and Sproull, 2000, Krishnan et al., 2000,
Keil et al., 2000, Guinan et al., 1998, Chatzoglou and Macaulay, 1997, and Clark, 1997), most of
them relating to productivity, schedule, budget, functionality, and customer satisfaction.
Nevertheless, risk management is but a relative new trend (Sauer, 1999; Ropponen and Lyytinen,
2000), and with the growing complexity of systems (Avison and Fitzgerald, 1999; Church and Te
Braake, 2001) and the fast pace of technology (Currie and Glover, 1999) rethinking the software
process is in need.
In order to find the underlying causes for this, Shaw (2003) proposed that perceived and
actual problems may differ. Figure 1 suggests that factors influencing the software process are in
reverse order to their implementation priority in practice. This means that the most important
factors (higher in the hierarchy) are seldom implemented, which is an explanation for why most
projects fail, as well as for why technological issues (appearing at the bottom) are the first – and
sometimes the only – concern in projects.
low
implementation
priority
easiness of control,
management, and
change
likelihood of
perception of
problems

high
environmental factors

hierarchy

organizational factors

organizational
benefits

task factors
user factors
technological factors

high
Source: adapted from Shaw (2003).

low

Figure 1. Hierarchy of factors influencing IS implementation.
2.2. Software Customization and Outsourcing
Outsourcing is a means to developing software rooted in the efficiency imperative
(Anderson, 2002). In fact, even software organizations may outsource the development process,
since no single company has all the required market capabilities. Outsourced software projects
may involve (but not necessarily involve) building one-of-a-kind products, as well as customized
products may be (but not necessarily are) developed under an outsourcing contract. Our research,
however, focuses on outsourcing agreements for developing customized IS – customization
understood as the degree to which software development can be tailored to individual project
needs (Nidumolu and Knotts, 1998; Stamelos et al., 2003), or to each client’s needs and budget.
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Ultimately, a customized IS contains a significant software component individually developed for
each situation (see Figure 2).
Customized IS products are aimed at matching IS to an organization’s business
processes, although it is recognized that a perfect match is virtually impossible. Such a matching is
assumed to be a key to the company’s successful performance – that is one reason why an
organization is unlikely to perceive benefits when imitating competitors (Sabherwal and Chan,
2001). Additionally, it is well recognized that customized products benefit both customer and
supplier (Stump et al., 2002), supporting a win-win business perspective (Blackstone Jr. et al.,
1997).

standardization

customization
customized software appl.
(individual customer)
customer-focused coding

requirements fulfillment

standard software appl.
(group of customers)
mass-focused coding

Figure 2. Requirements fulfillment continuum.
Collaborative work is the starting point for developing customized IS, and partnerships
should be the major driver of its design (Anderson, 2002). Partnerships involve trust, cooperation
and teamwork (Naoum, 2003), and, in the case of collaborative development of new products – a
partnership-like arrangement based on active roles performed by both seller and buyer (Athaide
and Stump, 1999) –, sellers and buyers are interdependent, minimizing the opportunism of the
latter as well as market and technological uncertainties related to transacting innovations (Stump
et al., 2002).
Consequently, customers and manufacturers are closer than ever (Zhu and Kraemer,
2002) and many tasks requiring business skills are even transferred to end-users or performed by
mixed teams (Feraud, 2000). In the particular case of software projects, intense customer
participation not only leads to a possible better fit between problems and solutions, but also makes
it more likely that the user will positively assess the system produced (a causal mapping involving
customer participation in projects, willingness to participate, system evaluation, and satisfaction
can be built from Burns and Madey, 2001, Kim et al., 2002, Hunton and Beeler, 1997, and Galliers
and Swan, 1999).
Although the over-optimism of the outsourcing literature (Lacity and Hirschheim, 1999),
drawbacks are naturally present, particularly when involving customization. Among the most
critical aspects, outsourcing strategic routines is not at all desirable, since an organization must
protect its core business and competence; the technological knowledge gap between customer and
supplier may impose important risks for the former (Lacity and Hirschheim, 1999) – therefore
formal and detailed agreements between customer and supplier are essential in such a governance
design (Ho et al., 2003; Lacity and Hirschheim, 1999; Avison and Fitzgerald, 1999); and other
problems involve vendors incurring in high investments for customizing products, disputes around
patent ownership, exclusivity clauses, buyer opportunism, and information asymmetry (Stump et
al., 2002).
Customers are then learning to negotiate better contracts (Lacity and Willcocks, 1998),
while suppliers search for more impartial – interdependent – relations with customers (Stump et
al., 2002). Our research contributes for such demands, particularly on building more detailed
contracts by improvig the knowledge about actual performance criteria to be observed by
customer teams, as well as on how to measure them, judge the measurements and apply results in
future projects involving the same customer or its customer team.
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2.3. Software Quality
There is clearly a need for improving software management capabilities (Hosalkar and
Bowonder, 2000) and accordingly there are opportunities for putting together quality,
measurement, and business (Stein, 2001). A first theoretical model unifying such areas seems to
be that of Ravichandran and Rai (2000), but it does not differentiate stakeholder types in software
development, nor does it take into account the project nature (customized or not, outsourced or
not, for instance). As indicated in the model (see Figure 3), senior management does not influence
directly the actual participation of each stakeholder group, but instead it sets the overall conditions
for the process to flow smoothly and successfully. This is in accordance with one assumption of
the socio-technical design of work systems (Trist and Murray, 1993) stating that teamwork should
operate in a relatively autonomous fashion.

LEADERSHIP

senior
management
leadership

STRUCTURE

managerial
infra-structure

PROCESS
process
management

RESULT

quality
performance

stakeholder
participation
Note: continuous lines indicate direct positive effect; dotted lines indicate indirect positive
effect.
Source: Ravichandran and Rai (2000).
Figure 3. Software quality management.
Improvements in the field of software quality are, however, only slowly changing the
realm of software development and application. As already mentioned, this may be related to the
technological bias still present in most projects, but a more intriguing – and potentially harmful –
subject is the trend of “best practices” in the software industry. There is no doubt that CMM- and
ISO-like models provide valid directions for improving the software process and the overall
organization for quality; after all, learning from high-performance projects is fundamental
(Stensrud and Myrtveit, 2003). But the overconfidence on such models notwithstanding the lack of
publicized empirical validation of their effect on company performance (Krishnan et al., 2000;
Ravichandran and Rai, 2000) and user satisfaction (Gotzamani and Tsiotras, 2002) may be
misleading and, worse, become institutionalized (Galliers and Swan, 1999) due to, for instance,
external pressure for certification and advertising (Gotzamani and Tsiotras, 2002). Careful
examination of such models and the specific application context is nevertheless necessary in order
to prevent that benefits are only perceived by the models’ vendors.
If not due to inappropriate instantiation of best practices, problems may also arise from
the very models. One case refers to their focus on processes, instead of product orientation
(Avison and Fitzgerald, 1999; Baiman et al., 2000). Another situation is that of the knowledge
workers – like the IS professionals –, who are simply not suited to follow standardized work
practices (Scarbrough, 1999). Managing software teams is actually a case in point (Faraj and
Sproull, 2000).
Additionally to problems like those briefly mentioned above, the literature on product
development (software included) is biased towards setting criteria to be observed only by external
contractors (in our case, outsourced software developers). For instance, Baiman et al. (2000) talk
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about profits for buyers and penalties for suppliers; the literature on satisfaction is consistent in its
customer focus (e.g., Burns and Madey, 2001; Kim et al., 2002); Avison and Fitzgerald (1999) ask
customers to build skills for choosing vendors, but they do not make similar claims on vendors
selecting customers with, say, good reputation in collaborative software development; Burchill
and Fine (1997) focus on the need of product developers to understand the customer’s use context,
but they bypass the supporting role played by the latter for a successful project outcome; Bialowas
and Tabaszewska (2001) propose a ranking system with which customers can assess suppliers,
saying nothing, though, about a possible similar framework to proceed in the reverse way; and
Gooden (2001) reminds us that customers require suppliers to be certified in quality management
standards, although no similar system for certifying customers exists – notwithstanding, Jiang et
al. (2002) alert for the fact that little has been done to prevent user risks before developing
systems.
However, applying quality standards only to the contractor signals to a lack of attention
to one critical antecedent for the success of customized software: the participation of the customer
in its development. This situation assumes dangerous consequences when we realize that IS
strategic alignment is a core executive challenge (Chan et al., 1997). Customers are key in such
alignment, once IT benefits are only made available from adapting the technology to the
organizational context during its implementation (Lassila and Brancheau, 1999). Why, therefore,
do we put the customer apart when establishing performance criteria for projects involving
external developers and customers? Our work argues that there is no reason for this (although we
understand the prevailing customer orientation of the industry); nevertheless, we also propose that
customer performance metrics should be different from contractor performance metrics, due to the
very nature of each team and their role in projects.
2.4. Software Teams
In this section we comment on why teams are the appropriate design for bringing together
software professionals in customization efforts, specially why we focus on customer teams as the
unit of analysis.
If a human group can be framed as a number of people in contact to each other (Hofstede,
1994), then a team is a group whose complementary skills and purposes of its members make it
able to perform tasks for which the members are equally responsible (Church and Te Braake,
2001). In a team approach, conflicts between line and staff are more easily managed (Scarbrough,
1999), an entrepreneurial vision is embraced (Richards and Gupta, 1985) and knowledge creation
is nurtured (Leidner and Jarvenpaa, 1995). Peled (2000) further presents extensive attributes
commonly found in teams and largely appropriate for supporting our research – the discussion of
each one is nevertheless out of the scope here.
We share the vision that software development is best accomplished when performed in
teams, and we suggest that software projects should be populated by the following actors: a
sponsor (customer/user executive with high decision power who sets major project attributes, like
deadlines), a manager (customer/user assigned to operational and systemic processes, responsible
for the fulfillment of the planned issues), a customer/user team (business operational people), and
a technical team (programmers, system analysts, and software engineers). Our previous definition
for a customer team is based on matching the capabilities of customer/user and technical teams.
2.5. Software Metrics
Software engineering is about metrics (Fenton and Neil, 1999; Gopal et al., 2002; Kirk
and Jenkins, in press), and metrics constitute the dominant approach to measurement (Abran et al.,
2003). According to Sommerville (2001) and Pavur et al. (1999), metrics refer to process control
and to prediction of product features. Moreover, metrics strengthen research (Straub et al., 2002),
represent measurement and feedback mechanisms for making sure that something is being
correctly made (Corbin, 1991), and impact engineering and management processes (Gopal et al.,
2002).
For the specific case of the software process, metrics are key (Eisner, 1997; Gopal et al.,
2002), supporting IS project managers during estimation, technical work, project control, and
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process improvement (Pressman, 2001). The centrality of metrics in widely deployed models for
managing the software process (e.g., CMM) is another testimony of their importance; they are
indeed the only current factor differentiating companies with high and low process maturity
(Rainer and Hall, 2003).
According to Pfleeger (1995), a metrics plan describing who/how (tools, techniques,
people), what (is to be measured), where/when (in the measurement process) and why the metrics
(after all, they must be useful for the user – Leung, 2001) is of utmost importance for their
effectiveness. Similarly, the abstraction level of measures should be taken into account for
composing metrics, since often it is not possible to measure elements of software quality directly;
developing a unidimensional measure is actually a vigorous theoretical and statistical modelling
task (Segars, 1997). Finally, Leung (2001) calls for a metrics plan that considers the level of
aggregation of the software organization’s work system (e.g., company, business unit, project
group, component). So, contextual mediating contingencies should be understood before any
measurement initiative, since projects usually involve very dynamic variables with complex
statements and fuzzy relations with each other (Barros et al., 2004).
The literature presents distinct definitions for metrics, and even papers published in topranked journals seem not to (explicitly) share a common understanding of the subject – sometimes
treating metrics as unidimensional items, sometimes as compound measures. Here we assume the
definition given by Pressman (2001):
measures are quantitative information of the degree, amount, dimensions, capacity or
size of some product’s or process’ attribute;
metrics are quantitative measures of the degree to which a system, component or
process presents some attribute; and
indicators are metrics or combinations of metrics which provide perceptions about a
software process, project or product.
2.6. Management of Customer Teams
Historically, companies devote little attention to establishing performance criteria for
project and product development processes (Kaplan and Norton, 1996). However, only by
continuously identifying and correcting performance deviations an organization is able to
consistently compete (Blackstone Jr. et al., 1997). In fact, only what is correctly measured might
be correctly managed (Feigenbaum, 2001); on the other hand, without constant measurement and
monitoring there can be no process management, and without process management there can be no
process improvement (Avison and Fitzgerald, 1999).
According to Jackson and Keys (1984), management and improvement require attention
to two process classes: planning – setting the effective route towards the objective – and control –
setting the efficient route. Planning may also be defined as a continuous activity aimed at
stimulating creativity and assuring adaptation in highly dynamic and uncertain environments in a
participative and interactive process (Richards and Gupta, 1985). Just planning, however, does not
necessarily lead to project success, but its absence augments the probability of project failure
(Dvir et al., 2003). Control, in turn, may be viewed as knowledge about the distance between the
current and the desired state of a system, as well as about who is responsible for adjusting the
deviation (Blackstone Jr. et al., 1997). In order to achieve that, a sensor (measuring mechanism)
and a governor (decision mechanism) are needed (Douglas, 1983). Figure 4 integrates planning
and control into software development.
Projects with increased volatility in requirements – like the software ones – are harder to
manage (Keil et al., 2000). In that sense, software teams are usually completely re-designed in
each new project, making it difficult for their members to develop a shared work history (Faraj
and Sproull, 2000). Moreover, programmers – unlike physicians and engineers – do not have
professional standards to follow (Pavur et al., 1999), and this is assumed to play important
negative effects in software teams. In fact, software teams are a challenge for management
(Boardman, 1995), and one consequence is the common late managerial intervention in
problematic projects (Keil et al., 2000).
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planning

(effectiveness: continuous adaptation)

software process

software product

control measurement

prediction measurement

(efficiency: desired vs. current state)

managerial decision

Source: adapted from Sommerville (2001), Blackstone Jr. et al. (1997), Richards
and Gupta (1985), and Jackson and Keys (1984).
Figure 4. Planning and control in software development.
Due to circumstances like the ones shortly discussed above, our research envisions
improving our knowledge and managerial practices about the participation of customer teams in
software customization projects. We do not aim, however, to achieve extreme power over the
routines of teams and individuals through performance metrics, due to efficiency, effectiveness
and ethical reasons. For instance:
some professional knowledge is best for an organization if kept tacit (Bloodgood and
Salisbury, 2001);
for people to take healthy organizational initiatives, they need to feel secure in the
work environment (Bednar, 2000), and therefore metrics cannot serve as a punishment tool – just
the opposite, metrics play a key role in acknowledging good performance, since appropriate
rewards are also needed (Blackstone Jr. et al., 1997; Kirsch et al., 2002; Osmundson et al., 2003;
Pich et al., 2002); and
production control systems often institutionalize the manufacturing of defective
products, since people realize that they have a “fault quota” and that it is not their function to
identify the occurrence of such faults (Morgan, 1986).
3. RESEARCH MODEL
Figure 5 synthetically depicts the distinguishing elements and assumptions of our
conceptual model:
the two actors – customer and outsourced developer – involved in the projects of
interest here, as well as their interacting teams;
the key (socio-technical) dimensions underlying the set of metrics looked for;
the presumable positive impact the metrics will exert on the customer (better selfassessment, alignment of the resulting customized software product with business processes, and
efficient deployment of resources) and on the external developer (better assessment of the
customer’s participation in projects); and
the ultimate goal of developing the metrics – to increase the satisfaction of both
customer and outsourced developer regarding the customization of specific software products.
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According to the large tradition of organizational theory, the structure of an organization
is likely to adapt to contingency factors. Although influencing the work performance and shaping
people behavior, it would be nothing more than a means to an end, or arbitrary decisions for
facilitating the organizational repertoire of actions (Nelson and Winter, 1982). Technology, in
turn, is usually seen as a contingency factor (Donaldson, 1996) influencing the organizational
structure. But although the changing nature of technology, it is evident from the literature (e.g.,
Zack, 1999) that there are some common elements in most technology prescriptions for enabling
the knowledge work like that of IS professionals.
satisfaction
CUSTOMER

+

IT/business project team
(customer team)

quality
customization

permanent management
metrics
technology
people

+

OUTSOURCED DEVELOPER
IT/business project team #1
IT/business project team #2

structure
tasks
IT/business project team #3

individual project
management metrics
technology
people

+

structure
tasks

IT/business project team #n

self-assessment

customer assessment

business processes
resources

+ alignment
+ efficiency

Figure 5. Main elements and assumptions of the conceptual model.
So we take relatively for granted both structure and technology according to some
theoretical frameworks from the academic and the industry (“best practices”) literature. We then
set (but not in this paper, due to its scope) an ideal and adaptable configuration of structure and
technology for supporting the work of customer teams. This configuration is not trivial, however,
since attention must be paid to the possibility of mutual contingency influences (the causality
between structure and technology is not completely known, as pointed out by current researches –
e.g., Dolci, 2004). This anticipated definition of structure and technology is indicated in Figure 6
as forming a basis from which to develop software.

antecedents
(quality organization)
structure and tecnology

process
people and tasks

product

alignment
(product-business)

Figure 6. Socio-technical framework for software customization.
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Such an assumption – setting relatively stable structural and technological conditions for
software customization – is supported by the already commented model of Ravichandran and Rai
(2000) in Figure 3, according to which an organizational infra-structure should be set prior to
running process management and involving different stakeholders.
4. METHODOLOGY
The empirical part of the research will be developed within the Brazilian software
industry – in which one of the authors works since de mid-1990s developing, managing and
studying database, Internet and company applications. In order to get a richer picture about
industry practices, needs and trends, that author also cooperates in several research endeavors in
close proximity to companies from the Pólo de Informática de São Leopoldo – a leading Brazilian
IT cluster.
The methodology is broadly represented by a conceptual model developed from a
thorough literature review, one case study of a major software customization project (the
implementation of an ERP system in a Brazilian university), and one action research within
another high-profile software project (the development of an information system for the Brazilian
government). Together the methods would support (1) an understanding of the fundamentals of
software customization, (2) the gathering of perceptions about practices and needs of customers
and developers of customized software for managing their teams, (3) the identification of actual
practices of joint work between customer and developer teams in customized software projects,
and (4) the building and validation of a set of metrics for managing the participation of customer
teams in customized software projects.
The conceptual model, comprising a rationale integrating several areas relevant for
software customization, is already accomplished and represents a major achievement of the
research. The other two steps will be workable in the next months, and five external researchers
and practitioners (in software engineering, marketing, and organizations) will formally validate the
various data collection instruments, data analysis procedures, and results.
4.1. Case Study
The case study is aimed at providing insights into current practices and needs of
customized-software clients and developers for managing their teams. Towards this end and for
contrasting team reports with actual practices – in the sense of espoused/in-use theories (Argyris,
1992) –, open-ended interviews with experienced teams from both sides and the observation of a
customized software process will be carried out, and a first nomological net reflecting desired
practices for customer teams will then be validated. Two questions are to be answered in the case
study:
how do customer and developer teams perceive their interaction in a software project?
what are the criteria currently employed by customers and developers of customized
software to manage the participation of their teams?
We highlight three fundamental reasons for performing a case study: (1) it helps deepen
our knowledge about a given reality (Palvia et al., 2003; Hussey and Hussey, 1997), (2) it does not
require all major variables to be known in advance (Boudreau et al., 2001; Benbasat et al., 1987),
and (3) it frames complex elements for future investigation (Stake, 2000). These aspects relate to
the central argument of our research that the customer is usually seen as an “unsuspected” part in
software development when it comes to quality assurance and assessment, and so there is a
tradition that must be questioned and investigated from a completely new point of view.
4.2. Action Research
The action research envisions further validation of the set of metrics to be complied with
by customer teams. In this method, the researcher is also an actor, meaning that one of the authors
will be engaged in ordinary activities of software development – project management, system
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analysis, and coding. The point here is that the researcher experiences a unique perspective when
fully committed to the situation under surveillance – in the particular case, the daily routine of
customer and developer teams during the development of customized software. Other procedures
to be accomplished in the action research include open-ended interviews with project stakeholders
and the use of software tools for gauging project performance. The question to be answered is:
is the model for managing customer teams appropriate for the needs of clients and
outsourced developers?
The action research is anchored in the general beliefs that (1) it is suited for the sociotechnical view of software development (Benbasat et al., 1987) and for the (2) power relations
between clients and consultants (Eden and Huxham, 1996; Hussey and Hussey, 1997), (3) it
contributes for both academic and pragmatic knowledge (Grant and Ngwenyama, 2003) and for
the understanding of a social context (Palvia et al., 2003), and (4) superior studies are
accomplished by the very actors of a problematic situation (Checkland, 1985).
It is worth noting that a possible confounding variable in the case study and the action
research might be low levels of quality of the software development teams which the researchers
interact with. Thus, it is necessary to carefully identify the source (customer or outsourced
developer team) of project errors and accomplishments, in order to accurately credit performance
levels to teams. The socio-technical perspective of the software process, providing systemic and
rich variables for analysis, accounts for such a need.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Managing the participation (authority and responsibility) of customer teams in the
development of customized software seems to be neglected in the literature and inaccurately
worked out by practitioners, albeit essential for the software industry. Moreover, non-technical
elements of the software process still have been regarded as secondary in importance or priority.
Our work therefore tries to compensate such a bias by developing a set of socio-technical quality
metrics for managing customer teams.
The proposed qualitative research seems to innovate in substantive aspects of the
software process, mainly in that customer teams were deemed suited for pursuing performance
metrics. Moreover, the very building of a rationale for software customization integrating several
knowledge fields is an endeavor without known parallels in the literature.
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